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The one-shot one-shot manga Venus in Love covers the first period of Nishimura's life. It is in this story that the protagonist is
introduced, the character to which most of the adaptations are actually based, for she is the main character of Venus in Love

and Venus in Love is heavily based on it. Rika is represented in a sex scene in the anime of the same name in the opening
part of the anime as well as in a "mukatchi" scene in which she was depicted in a tent with six other adult and underage girls

in various states of undress. She also has a small cameo appearance in the first episode of the anime. Rika Nishimura
appeared in the production of the song "My First Time/Tantei no kawaiseru ē" by Nana Mizuki, which was released in the

anime Magical Girl Pretty Sammy as an instrumental version. Also the song, Nana Mizuki, Rika Nishimura "my first time / the
assistant of a detective" which is a collaboration with Nana Mizuki's song 〜The First Time〜. Rika Nishimura also appears in the
OVA Bishoujo Senshi Sailor Moon Crystal as first love of Chibi Moon. Rika Nishimura also appears in the manga Pretty Sammy,
since the first volume of the manga refers to a girl, and in the manga Pretty Sammy: Howl's Moving Castle which is based on
both Pretty Sammy and Pretty Sammy: Super Cute Magical Adventure. The character is also depicted in the anime ''Pretty

Sammy: Super Cute Magical Adventure as a normal schoolgirl who plays guitar with Tsubaki, the Pretty Sammy's main
character. See for more info. Rika Nishimura and the protagonist Kamon in the anime series "Gunslinger Girl," were inspired

by the real-life photographer Rika Nakama who was credited as the inspiration for Rika's character.
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to celebrate her 22nd birthday, on
december 10th, 2004, the dvd titled rika -
22 years old - a goddess reincarnated was
released. this dvd was a collection of her
previous photobooks and videos. a dvd

collection of new photos was also released
in the same year, rika - new photo
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